Lenovo Go
Wireless Charging Kit
The future of notebook charging.
Why choose the Lenovo Go Wireless Charging Kit?

**Futuristic wireless charging**
Enhance your productivity with the future of charging. Designed by Lenovo and powered by Energy Square’s technology, the Lenovo Go Wireless Charging Kit is an innovative new way to wirelessly charge notebooks via PbC’s high-efficiency solution so you can spend more time working and less time managing cables.

**Modern minimalist aesthetic**
At just 3.2 mm thick, the Lenovo Go Wireless Charging Kit is as light as it is stylish. Its sleek storm grey exterior, UV-coated matt top cover, brushed nickel/silver charging tiles, and thunder black matt bottom cover create a futuristic ambiance. With an ergonomic USB-C wireless receiver and construction from 25% recycled materials, both you and the environment will feel good about your purchase.

**Remarkable energy efficiency**
PbC was engineered with efficiency in mind and delivers a charging efficiency of 93%, which is much higher than the 75% efficiency that our wireless mobile chargers achieve with inductive Qi. With a max. output of 20V, 3.25A, and 65W, users can safely charge most 13”-14” USB-C non-touch notebooks.
Specifications

Performance
Operating Humidity
Maximum : 90%
Minimum : 0%

Operating Temperature
Maximum : 40°
Minimum : 0°

Power Consumption
Input Power : 65W max. 20V/3.25A
Output Power : 45W/65W 20V=2.25A/3.25A

Design
Product Dimension (W x D x H)
Notebook Charging Mat
mm : 329.2 x 105.2 x 7.2
inches : 12.96" x 4.14" x 0.28"

USB-C Wireless Receiver
mm : 308.2 x 20.2 x 8.3
inches : 12.13" x 0.79" x 0.33"

Weight
Notebook Charging Mat
Starting at 412 g (0.91 lbs)

USB-C Wireless Receiver
Starting at 42 g (0.09 lbs)

Information
Supported OS
Windows
Mac OS
Linux

Supported System
13" and 14" USB-C Non-touch Notebooks

Certifications
UL CB

Warranty
1 Year

Ship Group (What’s in the Box)
Notebook Charging Mat
USB-C Wireless Receiver
2 x Adhesive Strips
Paper Ruler
Quick-Start Guide
Warranty Card

Part Number (PN)
4X21B84024
GX21C75247
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